Editor Guidelines
Editor Guidelines
The Editors greatly contribute to the Journal prestige and
consistently improve the Journal standards by handling
thorough peer review. It is very important for the editor
to choose the right reviewer for the enhancement of the
manuscript quality. Review comments are considered, however
the Editor’s decision remains final. All papers submitted follow
peer review processing and it is the Editor’s responsibility
to provide decision based on novelty and quality. The
Editor should determine whether a submitted manuscript is
appropriate for the journal.
Assigning Reviewers:
The Editor first evaluates the manuscripts received from the Editorial office. In exceptional cases
where the manuscripts remain outstanding which is usually rare, the Editor may accept at this stage.
Those rejected at this stage are either done so for plagiarism and/or scientifically flawed. The
Editors need to provide the reasons to reject a manuscript as they will be returned to authors. If the
author mentions any suggested peer reviewers, they need to be considered first. Editors should guide
reviewers with the Reviewer guidelines and the Review form. The received review comments will be
directed to the Editor for final decision by the Editorial office.
Timelines:
Editor to assign Reviewer: 3 days
Reviewer to provide comments: 10 days
Editor to provide final decision: 3 days
Decision Making:
The decision made should be unbiased and the Editor will determine the disposition of the manuscript,
based on remarks of the reviewers, and the Editor’s own assessment of the manuscript. In rare cases
authors are allowed to contact the Editor if the amendments are unclear. The Editor should be sure
about not disclosing the reviewer details. Punctuality in time should be maintained.
Major Revision:
Major revisions are sent back to the author and the time line provided will be 10 days for revision.
Review comments along with if any Editor comments will be sent to the authors for revision.
Minor Revision:
Minor revisions are sent back to the author and the time line provided will be 5-7 days for revision.

Review comments along with if any Editor comments will be sent to the authors for revision.
Accept with no changes:
Manuscripts that are accepted without changes are accepted if the Editor accepts to publish.
Editor’s Contribution to the Journal:
The Editor should be active and participate in providing new ideas or suggestions to improve the
standards of the Journal. The Editor should submit Perspectives (Editorial) twice a year to support
the Journal issues and also provide an impact of the advancements happening around the globe as
per their research interests. The Editor should encourage publication of peer-reviewed research, and
technological advances in the path of enlightening new discoveries.
The editor should encourage submission of quality articles to the journal by personally recruiting
authors, assisting them with outreach, and ensuring the marketing plan is executed. The Editor
should recruit high profile reviewers for reviewer database using multiple sources, e.g., personal
recommendations, Web databases, published choice review or anything as such.
The Editorial office will always support Editors in any manner required.
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